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Save your data from crashes and malware threats with the help of this professional solution. A backup plan empowers you to recover data in case your system crashes or viruses infiltrate into your computer and meddle with your system or programs’ settings. The software comes with a rich set of tools that allow you to schedule tasks, run backups at specific times,
select the destination folder or a remote FTP server, adjust the filter, as well as process the encrypted backups. Additional information SmartSync Pro is a handy, professional software utility that comes packed with a variety of operations to help you protect your important data from various attacks and risks. What is the minimum system requirements? You need at
least Windows XP to run the program. 1.8 GHz CPU and 256 MB of RAM are recommended to run the software smoothly. Features: OverviewSmartSync Pro is a powerful tool that allows you to save and sync your personal files to remote FTP/FTP, as well as a local drive. It works quickly and ensures that you backup your data without any delays in an encrypted or
unencrypted archive, and the program supports multiple data types (files, folders, image, and video). This wonderful backup plan comes with several, yet simple to use, configurable tools for creating your own backup profiles and synchronizing your files on the go, as well as performing daily, weekly, or monthly backups. Key Features: A rich set of advanced yet easyto-use tools Create and synchronize backup profiles with a few clicks Sync your folders or FTP servers Receive and send compressed ZIP files Access your information quickly Tracking and sorting options Back up multiple folders or networks in one click Fine-tune files and folders Support multiple data types (folders, images, video, audio, and text files) Create and
manage backup profiles Do backups daily, weekly, or monthly Manage files with detailed information Detailed activity log Secure SSL connections FTP connections Manage all files at once Import backup items in SQLite DB Restore your files from a backup Synchronize folders Synchronize multiple folders Synchronize just the new files Synchronize the modified
and deleted files Synchronize just files with extensions Synchronize files and folders Apply filters Sort files by date, size, filename, name, path, and more Groups for moving files and folders Create copies of the source items Config
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Back up and sync to multiple destinations Back up your entire system and share it with your family and friends using FTP backup. Recover lost or corrupt data Make an exact copy of your entire system to a folder. Create a backup for any device SmartSync Pro comes with powerful SmartSync software for building and running all types of backups. Import and export
data The software supports all major backup schemes, including automated backups and backup to FTP. Protect your data from accident, problems or theft The password protection feature is suitable for individual applications and hard disks. Find and repair corrupted files SmartSync Pro provides a built-in file finder that allows you to locate damaged files and
restore them to their normal state. Advanced options Backup compression Do you want to save a lot of space while copying? You can compress backup items with compression ratio up to 20:1. File types Select individual file types or folders to make them part of your backups. Share with others You can encrypt backups to restrict access. Back up to remote servers
The FTP backup protocol allows you to backup a folder directly to FTP servers. Unlimited users Back up to as many remote destinations as you like. Back up to different locations With FTP backup protocol, you can do regular backups, or full backups or differential backups. Version History Improvements: Version 6.1.0: Updates Visualization Settings->Updates all
visualization settings to the latest Visualization Settings. Saves you from re-opening the settings every time you are adding a visualization. Version 6.0.0: Saves on all important settings for Backup Profile and Backup Settings and a lot more. Imports jobs, schedules and execution logs. Optimized the program and now runs better and faster. Version 5.0.5: More
customization available for backup. Version 5.0.4: -Fixed bug with long filenames not showing in backup view. -Fixed bug for a backup file renamed on a different drive. -Fixed bug for creating backup files in the same folder. -Fixed bug for editing a file on a CD that was already in the backup folder. -Fixed bug for adding a new CD after creating backups on
existing CDs. -Added the functionality to delete a single backup file or entire backup. -Added the ability to switch between a backup and a schedule. -Added 09e8f5149f
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Backing up your PC is one of the essential operations that you should take into consideration if you want to be able to recover corrupted or lost information. A backup process empowers you to retrieve data in case your system crashes or viruses infiltrate into your computer and meddle with your system or programs’ settings. SmartSync Pro is a professional software
solution developed to help you back up and synchronize data to a local drive, USB flash drives, ZIP drives, CD/DVD, NAS, network volumes, as well as a remote computer. Intuitive interface Needless to mention that the rich-featured pack of settings make it an ideal tool for advanced users while the step-by-step approach enables rookies to learn how to configure the
dedicated parameters on the fly. Key features SmartSync Pro comes packed with several powerful yet easy-to-handle functions that allow you to create multiple backup profiles, synchronize your data only when it needs being synchronized, apply filters for including only the files you want in the backup process, and drag and drop files and folders. What’s more, you
can check the detailed activity log, which can be saved to HTML file format, view the new, modified, and deleted files and item conflicts, resolve file conflicts when the same files have been modified on both sides, make adjustments for different time zones, and schedule tasks to run profiles. Other notable characteristics worth mentioning are represented by the
possibility to run an external program before and after the synchronization process, restrict access to profiles for the selected users, perform command-line operations, synchronize two or more folders and delete the unmatched items, back up items in a compressed ZIP archive, make an incremental backup, restore the source files from backup items, connect to a
network drive, as well as encrypt compressed backups. Remote synchronization and backup options The folder gives you the possibility to make an exact copy of your folders on FTP servers, use the secure SSL protocol for encrypting data when sent over the Internet, opt for a unidirectional or bidirectional synchronization process with FTP folders, and split packages
by a given size. A powerful backup and synchronization utility All in all, SmartSync Pro proves to be a reliable application that comes packed with a powerful set of features for helping you back up and synchronize data in an efficient way. Key Features 1) Create multiple backup profiles: -Choose the destination folder where to make back up -Store the backup log
-Store the

What's New In?
With the SmartSync Free version, you can easily backup and synchronize data on a local drive, USB flash drives, ZIP drives, CD/DVD, NAS, as well as a remote computer using backup items. The application is completely free and provides a number of features. SmartSync Free comes packed with SmartSync Free edition. Therefore, it does not include advanced
functions. In addition, you will not be able to backup and synchronize data to the remote computer and schedule the operations. Features: - Backup the data to local drive, USB flash drives, ZIP drives, CD/DVD, NAS, as well as a remote computer. - Backup any folder/drive of your PC or network location. - Automatically synchronize the backup items to the remote
computer. - Save the transferred data into the file or archive. - Support Windows 98/ME/NT/2000/XP/2003/Vista. - Full 32-bit and 64-bit support. - 64-bit support. - Support all Windows Server OS including 2003/2008/2012/2016. - Work with all Windows editions including 32-bit and 64-bit editions. - Transfer the data to the remote computer using the "Shell"
command. - Schedule your backup and synchronization process. - Convenient user interface: access, administration, and settings. - Compatible with Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (32 bit and 64 bit), and Server 2000, 2003, 2008, 2012, 2016. - Simple one-click configuration. - Easy-to-use. - Premium support for life. - Multilingual: English, Arabic, Chinese, Czech,
German, Hungarian, Korean, Lithuanian, Polish, Russian, Spanish, Ukrainian. Read more >> Easy-PC-Backup Home 2019 is designed for an experienced user who wants to create backup tasks of his or her PC at a touch. It creates backup tasks easily, and you can schedule tasks even more easily. With Simple Tasks view, you can conveniently manage and view
backup tasks in a simple way. You can also adjust the backup tasks easily with Simple Task Editor. A simple and convenient PC backup software with a user-friendly interface Easy-PC-Backup Home 2019 is designed for the experienced user who wants to create backup tasks of his/her PC at a touch. It creates backup tasks easily, and you can schedule tasks even
more easily
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System Requirements For SmartSync Pro:
Note: All executables are tested on a Virtual Machine. iPad 2: Processor: 1.2GHz Dual Core, A5 Memory: 512MB OS: iOS 5.1.1 Controller: USB-connecting only Screen: 1024x768 Graphics: OpenGL ES 2.0 iPad 1: Processor: 1GHz Screen: 1024
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